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TRUST R ACKSPACE
 • A leader in the 2018 Gartner Magic Quadrant 

for Public Cloud Infrastructure Managed Service 
Providers, Worldwide

 • 3,000+ cloud experts

 • Hosting provider for more than half of the 
Fortune 100

 • 20+ years of hosting experience

 • Customers in 150+ countries

QUALIFICATIONS
 • 3,000+ AWS Accreditations

 • 1,000+ AWS Certifications 

 • 1,300+ Microsoft Certifications Worldwide

 • 200+ Microsoft Certified Professionals 

 • 150+ Microsoft Azure Certifications Worldwide

 • 100+ Microsoft Azure Certified professionals

 • 13 Microsoft Partner Certifications. 5X Microsoft 
Hosting Partner of the Year. 17+ Years in 
Supporting MSF Technology

 • 150+ Google Cloud Platform Certifications

 • 21 Alibaba Cloud Certified Professionals with 10 
Alibaba Cloud Associates. Expert Partner of the 
Year (as Datapipe )

 • Rackspace adheres to the following information 
security standards – ISO 27001, PCI, SSAE1, SOC, 
US-EU Privacy Shield, CPS, HIPAA, FEDRAMP, 
FISMA and DFARS

Today’s hyper-scale public clouds are catalysts for digital transformation, delivering more 
flexibility, agility and cost savings than ever before. When planning your move to the cloud, it’s 
critical that your cloud environment is architected to take full advantage of all the capabilities 
and benefits that the cloud has to offer. At Rackspace, we customize your cloud environment 
to ensure optimal performance, security and cost efficiency, while managing your deployment 
completely and efficiently.

WHY R ACKSPACE FOR ARCHITECT AND DEPLOY?

Rackspace is a next-generation cloud services provider, managing the full cloud lifecycle to help 
ensure your solution achieves its highest potential. Our certified cloud architects and engineers 
design, build and deploy your cloud infrastructure to meet your specific requirements, leveraging 
learned best practices for optimal cloud performance and reliability. 

KEY FEATURES 

Architectural Best Practices: We leverage cloud architectural best practices in the areas of 
cost and performance efficiency, reliability and security and provide a detailed diagram of the 
proposed architecture. For Google and AWS deployments, we also make infrastructure-as-code 
artifacts available to your team for ongoing environment management.

Dedicated Experts: A named Technical Onboarding Manager serves as a single point of contact 
and escalation for your team, tracking project deliverables, risks and timelines to ensure 
successful project completion. An assigned Solution Architect identifies your unique business 
requirements and creates a detailed, customized solution to meet them. An assigned Build 
Engineer translates the detailed design into a deployable public cloud infrastructure.

Monitoring and Remediation: Environments that will be managed by Rackspace through our 
Manage & Operate offer are configured with monitoring and alerting capabilities. We’ll also 
create runbooks to escalate and respond to any incidents before they become major issues.

Consultative Approach: We provide advanced consultation on cloud strategy, as determined by 
key business drivers. Introductory training to explain tools and processes, and weekly reviews of 
outstanding action items, dependencies and risks. 

Accelerate Cloud Modernization: Full infrastructure-as-code deployment helps you build and 
manage cloud infrastructure through code, utilizing industry-standard DevOps tools 
and techniques.*

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Every business faces its own unique challenges. With that in mind, Rackspace services 
are designed to be flexible, specialized cloud solutions to solve your constantly evolving 
needs regardless of where you are in your cloud journey. Additional Managed Public Cloud 
offers include:

Cloud Foundation: Easily manage your accounts and user permissions in a consolidated control 
panel.  Extend AWS, Microsoft Azure and Google support with 24x7 ticketed access to Rackspace 
cloud experts. 

Tooling: Industry leading tooling that provides automated analysis, reporting and 
recommendations for improved cost, reliability, redundancy and security of your public 
cloud infrastructure*.

R ACKSPACE SERVICE 
BLOCKS: ARCHITECT 
AND DEPLOY
High-performance, customized cloud solutions built, designed and 
deployed to meet unique business needs.

CONTACT US

1-800-961-2888
www.rackspace.com/cloud
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Manage and Operate: 24x7x365 operational support from an army of certified cloud specialists, 
enhanced tooling and automation reduce the burden of managing, monitoring and operating 
your public cloud infrastructure.

Cost Governance: Deep insight into your public cloud costs to help you better understand and 
manage cloud spend. Monthly account reviews provide meaningful, proactive recommendations 
and guidance to reduce and control costs*.

Complex Cloud Operations: Get access to advanced, named .technical resources, including 
Solutions Architects, Lead Engineers, Containers/Kubernetes Experts and DevOps Experts to 
optimize public cloud operations and architectural infrastructure.

* Tooling and Cost Governance currently available for AWS only. 
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